Introduction
The industrial application presented in this paper tackles the hard issue of a real control problem when the functioning mode is not stationary. The Sollac society, a steel making industry, has an important set of machines whose complexity is more related to their modelization than to their principles. A previous study was done on the modelization of the presetting of a temper mill machine named SkinPass [4] . This application, on the site since august 1994, is the connectionist implementation of a static modelization of the temper mill stationary process to estimate its presetting parameters. On the contrary, the problem proposed in this new application is a dynamical problem where the temporal dependancy is given with the successive process states. The process studied here is a Continuous Steel Annealing Furnace named RCM. Its goal is to arrange the crystaline structure of the steel, disordered by previous works. This crystaline rearrangement requires to follow a particular temperature cycle in the furnace with a burning phase followed by a maintain of temperature, a slow refreshment, an over-ageing and a final refreshment phase. One of the control problem on this machine is the regulation of temperature in the burning chamber, the first section of the furnace. In this section the stell band passes from the ambiant temperature (20°C) to high temperature (800°C). The control of the process in this section is difficult and very important for the rest of the process control.
Moreover one of the important criteria of the difficulty to control this process is its continuous aspect, since, the steel bands passing through the furnace are soldered one to the other. This continuity brings about the problem of transient states in the furnace which are an important challenge. These transient states are generated by a changment of cycle, width, thickness or the velocity of the band in the furnace. For the moment, the treatment to tackle the transient state problems during the process is very empirically done by hand and thus highly depends on the operators. One of the main goal of our work is to define a neurocontroller taking this problem into account at the same time as its classical job of controller in the stable states.
An overview of the principles of the OWE architecture
Our studies on neurocontrol are mainly interested in taking in account the variation of behavior of a process when some "external" parameters change, in multilayered neural networks (MLP) used to model the process and its inverse [1] [2] . The principle of our model is to consider "external" parameters as context parameters for the process. Our studies have shown that considering a continuous set of context of the process and a set of MLPs with an identical architecture, each one modeling the process for a context, and a training procedure with a particular backpropagation learning algorithm, named LCLA [5] , ensures that the continuity of the context behavior can be retrieved in the synaptic weight values. For a behavior with a continuous context there exists one continuous landscape for each weight of the MLP architecture that models these behaviors. According to this constatation we have defined a new neural network model in which the weights are dynamically estimated by other ANNs [3] . This novel architecture, named OWE architecture (Orthogonal Weight Estimator) is capable to adapte the weights of a MLP as a function of context parameters [6] . The figure 1 presents such OWE architecture. In parallel we have devopped a learning algorithm to train this architecture [7] . This paper concerns the integration of this new ANN architecture in real world application. The reader can refer to the previously mentionned paper to explicitely understand the functioning of this architecture.
Technical aspects
The burning chamber is divided in six parts : three parts in the lower section of the furnace (1, 3, 5) and three in the upper section (2, 4, 6) . The control of the temperature in each part is done by the variation of the gas flow in the burners. There exists 192 burners in the burning chamber. In fact each couple lower-upper section is joined in the control strategy. The application presented here concerns the first controller named C1-2 that commands the gas flow in the burners in section 1 and 2. Identical architecture of neuro-controller will be used in the other coupled sections of the burning chamber. ) . We can use this knowledge of the future task to avoid the problem of transient states by smoothing the gas flow and distributing it around the soldering joint. When the transient state is too important or when the soldering is technically impossible, because thickness or width variation of the bands is too large, a transition band is inserted between the two bands. This band suffers the transient state and, before and after it, the desired temperatures must be respected.
A second technical aspect of the problem is its slow dynamic. A step of the gas flow in the burner causes a durable and stable effect on the process many minutes later. That why the delay between two succesive vector is one minute.
The OWE Neuro-Controller
The principle of general neuro-control is to define and train, in a first phase, an ANN capable to model the behavior of the process. This ANN is named the forward model (FMNN) of the process. The input of FMNN is commonly the command and some of the previous states of the process. Its output is the state after the action of the command. The second phase to build a neuro-controller is to define an ANN that will be the real controller of the process, ANN of the inverse model (IMNN). The input of IMNN is commonly the desired state, and, as for the FMNN, some of the previous states of the process. Its output is the command to drive the process in this desired state.
fig. 2 OWE neuro-controller architecture
The principle to train the IMNN is to backpropagate the error between the real state and the desired state of the process through the FMNN, without updating its weights, to determine the error on the input of FMNN) . Then, this error is backpropagated through the IMNN to train it. This training procedure is called the indirect training procedure of the inverse model.
As in classical neurol-control, we define for our application, these ANNs but here, we use the OWE architecture.
The width, the thickness and the velocity of the band are chosen as the context vector. This vector is the input of each OWE neural network that estimates the weights of the main ANN for a given context. To take in account the transient state we add to the context vector a second one similar to the first but for the future (3 mn The training data set consists in 50,000 real samples taken on one month.
Results
The results presented in this paper are on two important transient states for which it has been necessary to insert a transition band. The modelization of the furnace by the FMNN is suffisently correct (mean error < 4°C with maximum error of 7°C) to evalute a simulation using FMNN as the real furnace process. This point is really important for our industrial partner for the first validation of this control system and is without any danger that could have a catastrophic effect on the quality of their production. fig. 3 Negative transient state 
Conclusion
The main conclusion of this work is the validation of our OWE architecture on a real industrial application after an hundred different transition tests as given in this paper. This new neural network model, previously used in some toy problems, shows here its performances in a real world problem. For our industrial partner the gain will be mainly on the quality of their production.The regularity of this control is transformed in regularity of the crystaline structure of the metal. The work of the operator will be easier because he will no more have to take by hand the control of the process in the transient state that requires a difficult context-dependent behavior knowledge.
